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Learning Objectives

• Define a Learning Health Care system
• Define comparative effectiveness (CE) research 

• Review the regulatory definition of minimal risk research

• Describe the requirements for waiver of informed consent 
• Greater than minimal risk
• Minimal risk research

• To present a model CE at BMC in the ICU

• To discuss concerns about CE research in a safety net 
hospital
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Minimal Risk





21 CFR 50.24 or 45 CFR 46.101 (i),

Review of Waiver of Informed Consent



•Potential subjects are in a life-threatening 
situation, and available treatments are unproven 
or unsatisfactory

•and

•collection of scientific data is required to 
determine the safety and effectiveness of the 
experimental intervention

EFIC





Risks in Comparative Effectiveness Research







Case studies

Feldman J, Bass PA. Etomidate, sepsis, and informed consent. Ann Emerg

Med. 2011;57(6):705-706. doi:10.1016/j.annemergmed.2011.01.026







Vanderbilt model

• Poster in ICU
• Could be enrolled ED/ICU

• Participants / surrogate 
notified via flyer of trial 

• Could opt out use of data

VS



The Problem with atrial fibrillation (AFIB)

•Afib occurs in 25% of patients with critical illness

•New-onset afib during critical illness = worse 
outcomes

•Optimal treatment of Afib with high heart rates during 
critical illness is unclear

• Treatments  for Afib during critical illness vary widely
• (10% of variation driven by hospitals of admission)  



Comparative effectiveness of medications for 
atrial fibrillation during critical illness

Walkey et al CHEST 
2016

At BMC:
Survey 36 ICU 
physicians
83% choose Bblock 1st

17% Calcium channel 
block



Beta-blocker use may be associated with 
better outcomes
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for trial of Bblocker
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How can we design a RCT to learn if BB vs CCB is 
the best treatment for AF during critical illness?

• AF in critical illness happens suddenly and without warning
• Treatment generally needs to be given immediately
• Critically ill patients with AF are decisionally-impaired

• How should informed consent occur in such a situation? 
A. Waive informed consent after community consultation and public notification 

under exception from informed consent (EFIC)
B. The study should not occur as it is not minimal risk
C. Waiver of informed consent, cluster randomization, notification via flyer 

(similar to Vanderbilt model)
D. Other? Write in



How should pragmatic trials comparing standards 
of care in decisionally-impaired patients ethically 
proceed?

• Please UNMUTE and offer your opinion
(as a possible patient, researcher or member of the BUSM/BMC community)

1. What about a study comparing a beta blocker to a calcium 
blocker for AFIB in the ICU makes you think it should be approved or 
not approved at BMC?

2. How concerned are you with allowing research without informed 
consent for studies comparing accepted treatments at BMC as a 
safety net hospital?




